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• Abstract (300 words):
Formed in 1971, by European standards, the UAE is a very young nation. Over the past 46 years, Abu Dhabi, the capital, has grown to become a modern metropolis where living opportunities created by the rapid growth of the city attracted a multi-cultural society and generated an ever-changing urban fabric of high-rises and mega projects.

This rapid growth created a ‘buffer Zone’ of lesser-known neighborhoods, interweaved between high-rise towers and private residential palaces. In these areas, the residents were able to appropriate the public pavement as an extension of their homes, creating a unique ‘temporary’ urban typology.

The concept of small-incremental intervention, is a phenomenon that is well documented, and is referred to as; “do-it-yourself (DIY) urbanism”, “tactical urbanism”,


“pop-up urbanism” and “guerilla urbanism”. It naturally occurs within societies in the developing countries, and is often described as organic growth when taking place within the global cities.²

This paper’s intention, is to shed light on the present (un)ephemeral urban phenomena experienced in the streets of Abu Dhabi’s older neighborhoods and to contextualize it, linking it to the immediate past where residents individually transformed their houses responding to their culture, customs and particular family immediate needs.³ The paper culminates with the authors presentation of their Design and Build pedagogical experiments; responding to the observed urge of immediate urban space individualization.
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